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Abstract: Financial competence is seen as a complex ability necessary for people to deal with personal
financial issues on a daily basis. To foster young peoples’ financial competence via sophisticated and
tailored educational programs, the identification of “competence gaps” through complex and authen-
tic assessments is required. While a large number of assessment tools in the field of personal finance
already exist, many of them suffer from different shortcomings concerning a competence-oriented
approach. Therefore, we present an innovative way to assess students’ financial competence with a
complex performance scenario about financial investment. The presented instrument is built on a
specifically designed theoretical framework and addresses the need for holistic financial competence
measurement. Results of pretesting trials indicate that the instrument is generally capable of measur-
ing young learners’ financial competence, but challenges in scoring remain. Against this background,
implications for the instrument’s iterative enhancement are presented and discussed with reference
to validity and reliability properties, scoring issues, and statements about the overall feasibility of
complex performance tasks in educational settings. The first draft of a scoring scheme is provided.
The potential of the instrument in combination with modern technology-based measurement meth-
ods (eye tracking, emotion recognition) for competence assessment is described and suggestions for
further research are outlined.

Keywords: financial literacy; financial competence; framework; competence model; problem-solving;
assessment; complexity; performance scenario; test development

1. Introduction

Financial literacy (FL) is considered “a lifetime skill that everybody needs to have to
be able to live and operate in today’s complex economic environment” (Lusardi 2012, p. 10).
Not only are economic and financial issues, products, and situations becoming increasingly
complex and intertwined, but FL itself is seen as a complex, multi-dimensional construct
that is the basic prerequisite for an individual’s financial competence (Lusardi 2019), which
by itself is also considered to contain a complex multi-facetted structure. There is broad
consensus that FL and, subsequently, financial competence consists of cognitive and non-
cognitive facets, as stated in Weinert’s (2001b) widely recognized definition of competence.
Numerous tests and instruments for the assessment of FL already exist (for overviews, see,
e.g., Fürstenau et al. (2020); Ouachani et al. (2021); Rieger (2020); Stolper and Walter (2017))
and such instruments can surely act as a potential starting point for the investigation of
the construct. However, concerning a holistic perspective on the construct of financial
competence, many of these instruments and approaches are insufficient (Breuer 2016; Kaiser
and Lutter 2015). They either focus on standardized tests for mere knowledge assessment
(i.e., the cognitive side of the construct), or, if these approaches ever consider non-cognitive
aspects (e.g., motivation, interest, attitudes, individual risk preferences, etc.), they are
also operationalized with standardized questionnaires. Afterward, correlations between
the constructs are calculated, from which claims about the levels of literacy are derived.
To a certain extent, this is generally compatible with the understanding of (financial)
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competence as a multi-facetted construct. However, in doing so, these approaches and
instruments neither take situational aspects nor the complexity into account that both
the domain of economics and personal finance, as well as the constructs of financial
literacy and financial competence, require. In other words, these approaches do not model
the complex interlinkages between construct, individual cognitive and non-cognitive
dispositions, domain-specific situational aspects, and processes sufficiently. A competence-
oriented approach to the assessment of personal financial literacy should thus integrate
various aspects and principles that directly address the existing shortcomings described
above (Aprea et al. 2015; Fürstenau et al. 2020):

First, concerning the individual, learning and assessment should not be limited to
cognitive dispositions but rather consider the simultaneous investigation of the cognitive
and affective-emotional side while dealing with the construct. Handling financially relevant
situations is not only influenced by an individual’s non-cognitive dispositions, it can also
trigger emotional states and eventually affect (financial) well-being.

Second, the complexity of financially relevant situations and of the construct of com-
petence itself has to be considered. Measuring and fostering various subdimensions of
financial literacy separately and independently ignores the close interconnections and
interdependencies between the necessary prerequisites for competent behavior and also
falls short of the large number of variables that define financially relevant situations.

Third, the assessment of financial competence should also shed light on the actual
process of handling financially relevant situations and not just focus on the results. It is
necessary to investigate how and which cognitive and non-cognitive dispositions become
relevant while solving financial problems and when transferring the solutions into observ-
able behavior. As financial education is considered to be an essential part of young peoples’
preparation for life, detailed insights into these issues will help to create more sophisticated
educational programs along with specific and customized didactical concepts in order to
foster financial competence systematically and more efficiently.

In this contribution, we present an innovative competence-oriented approach to deter-
mine financial literacy with a complex assessment scenario based on an elaborated model
of financial competence and problem-solving. This complex tool with which we try to test
students and young adults goes beyond the test procedures used so far. We try to implicitly
assess cognitive and non-cognitive facets of financial competence and problem-solving
simultaneously. Based on that model specifically designed for this purpose, this scenario
has the potential to test an individual’s level of financial competence while at the same time
including domain-specific cognitive and non-cognitive dispositions, situational complexity,
and the process perspective in one single assessment instrument. We aim to answer the
question of how to conceptualize a complex performance instrument to meet the require-
ments for the assessment of the complex construct of financial competence effectively and
validly. By following a systematic and structured process for the development of an alter-
native form of competence measurement, we also aim to make a substantiate contribution
to theory formation in educational assessment for the field of personal finance.

Our contribution is thus structured as follows. Sections 2 and 3 outline the necessity
for a new approach to modeling the complex construct of financial competence and describe
the development of a holistic theoretical framework model for the assessment of financial
competence. Section 4 illustrates an example of a complex performance scenario that was
specifically designed upon this framework to assess financial competence in a holistic
and innovative way. Sections 5 and 6 provide first insights into the pretesting phase
of the scenario and discuss the implications of the initial results for education and test
development. Furthermore, the limitations of such assessment instruments are outlined,
and ideas for further research efforts are presented.

2. Theoretical and Conceptual Background

To establish a theoretical basis, this first section defines the relevant constructs for the
subsequent discussion.
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2.1. The Relationship between Economics and Financial Education

Educational efforts in economics and personal finance aim to foster peoples’ ability to
act as responsible ‘economic citizens’ (Billimoria et al. 2013; Davies 2006). This means that
people should be able to show competent behavior in the face of economic and financially
relevant situations. In general, the broad economic domain can be divided into a business
perspective (for vocational matters) and a civic perspective, which includes mostly matters
and content that are relevant for people as private consumers and income earners on a
personal day-to-day basis (Dubs 2014; Eberle et al. 2016); for an in-depth discussion about
the civic-economic domain, see also: Ackermann (2019). Considering such content, the
economics domain can be split up into general economic topics (e.g., inflation, markets,
prices) and specific financial topics (i.e., income, saving, investing, financial planning). In
this instance, economic education is seen to be more comprehensive, whereas financial
education is considered to be an integrated part of the wider area of economics (Retzmann
and Seeber 2016; Wuttke et al. 2016). In the course of this contribution, it will be shown that
our instrument aims to assess an individual’s competence in the area of personal finance.
From the viewpoint of financial education, assessment is an important part of learning as it
allows the identification of existing educational gaps that can subsequently be addressed
by more effective financial education interventions (Bongini et al. 2018).

2.2. Categorizing the Construct of Financial Competence for the Assessment Approach

Financial education (i.e., the process) should lead to peoples’ financial literacy (i.e., the
state or condition of being financially educated) and eventually to financial competence (i.e.,
proper behavior as a result of being financially literate, (Reifner 2011)). The terms financial
literacy (FL) and financial competence (FC) by themselves are the subject of ongoing debate
as there is a plethora of definitions and conceptual approaches. A definitive and exhaustive
discussion about what the relevant constructs of FL or FC are or what they are not cannot
be part of this contribution (for overviews, see, e.g., Cude (2022); Goyal and Kumar (2020);
for discussions, see, e.g., Geiger et al. (2016); Seeber and Retzmann (2017)). Instead, we
focus on the main aspects of the construct that are relevant to our approach to complex
financial competence assessment.

First, FL is considered a result of educational efforts to enable individuals to act as their
own personal financial manager (Aprea et al. 2015). This understanding is currently seen
as the most circulated concept of FL, and it is also in line with the approach of the OECD’s
FL-PISA (Program for International Student Assessment) (Kraitzek et al. 2022). Basically,
this understanding is oriented towards personal financial decision-making for people
as subjects in their daily roles of consumers, earners, investors, and economic citizens.
Individuals are entangled in complex economic and financially relevant situations every
day, and decisions about what to buy, how much to spend, where to invest, and how
much to save have to be made on a regular basis. Due to the principle of scarcity, personal
financial resources are not limitless, and individuals need the ability to solve intricate
financially relevant problems and situations on a daily basis. This comprehension can
be further expanded to the understanding of FL as critical consumer education, which
includes critical reflection about one’s personal material needs, the control of impulsive
buying behavior, or an awareness about an individual’s risk priorities in financial decisions
(Aprea et al. 2015).

Second, FL is considered a multi-dimensional construct. There is broad consensus
that FL consists of various dispositions that can be categorized into a cognitive, a non-
cognitive, and an application dimension (Fürstenau et al. 2020). One prior attempt at
conceptualizing FL was undertaken by Huston (2010), as she originally segmented FL into
a knowledge dimension and an application dimension. According to this idea, “financial
knowledge is an integral dimension of, but not equivalent to, financial literacy” (Huston
2010, p. 307). Although this is in line with the idea that domain knowledge—i.e., the cogni-
tive dimension—is a necessary prerequisite for mastering domain-specific problems, issues,
or situations (Brückner et al. 2015; Weinert 2001b), considering the cognitive disposition
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alone may be too short-sighted. Huston further claims that “FL has an additional appli-
cation dimension which implies that an individual must have the ability and confidence
to use his/her financial knowledge to make financial decisions” (Huston 2010, p. 307).
In essence, this means that the application of knowledge in a behavioral sense is crucial,
and that this usage of knowledge is influenced, among other things, by confidence—or,
to put it more broadly, by an individual’s non-cognitive dispositions. Building on this
theoretical concept, a vast number of definitions for the construct of FL have evolved, with
the most famous one probably being the internationally renowned definition of the OECD
for its FL-PISA assessment: “Financial literacy is knowledge and understanding of financial
concepts and risks, and the skills, motivation, and confidence to apply such knowledge
and understanding in order to make effective decisions across a range of financial contexts,
to improve the financial well-being of individuals and society, and to enable participation
in economic life” (OECD 2019, p. 128). This definition clearly states that a financially
literate person should be able to show competent and sophisticated behavior in the face of
financially relevant situations, issues, challenges, or problems.

This understanding is generally in line with our notion of financial competence, which
acts as the underlying construct for our complex assessment scenario. The term competence
traces back to Weinert, who defined it as “the cognitive abilities and skills available to or
learnable by individuals to solve specific problems, as well as the associated motivational,
volitional, social skills and willingness to use problem-solving successfully and responsibly
in variable situations” (Weinert 2014, pp. 27–28, translated by the authors). Consequently,
competence—such as literacy—implies complex action systems that integrate cognitive,
motivational, social, and behavioral components rather than solely basic cognitive abilities
or simple skills (Weinert 2001a). As such, we consider both constructs mostly congru-
ent; however, with the slightly distinctive feature that financial literacy is seen as the
general state of being financially educated, whereas financial competence implies the ac-
tual implementation process, namely the concrete execution of sound financial behavior
(Reifner 2011). We understand financial competence as the sum of (domain-specific) finan-
cial knowledge and skills, abilities, motivation, attitudes, and the confidence to apply and
execute such knowledge and skills in order to deal with financially relevant situations or
issues appropriately.

Financial competence, such as financial literacy, is a latent construct that shows itself
in observable performance (Erpenbeck et al. 2017). Consequently, as mentioned by Huston
(2010), an instrument to measure financial literacy—or in our case, financial competence—
has to determine not only if people know the information but also if they can apply it
properly in the holistic sense of our understanding of the construct. As such, an instrument
for the assessment of financial competence should not just measure financial knowledge,
but it also must be able to depict a person’s domain-specific characteristics concerning,
for example, the general motivation to deal with financial questions, the manifestation
of people’s risk priorities or financial attitudes toward consumption, investing, or saving.
Furthermore, the instrument must lead to the production of a “solution”, an action of some
sort in the sense of an observable output, as a result of the application dimension from
which conclusions about the aforementioned characteristics can be drawn.

Following this concept, it becomes clear that financial competence must be modeled
as a complex construct and that this complexity has to be represented in the theoretical
framework upon which instruments for competence assessment are built. Therefore, the
next sections describe the development of such a theoretical framework that integrates the
multidimensionality of the financial competence construct as the basis for an assessment.

2.3. Prior Approaches to Competence Assessment

Existing approaches to the assessment of competence can be divided into four cate-
gories (Sembill et al. 2013):
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(1) The first approach, i.e., modeling and measuring competence as a unidimensional
construct, is outdated and antique and represents an understanding of the construct which
is clearly not complex enough.

(2) The second approach models competence as a fragmented construct without
taking non-cognitive aspects into consideration. With this approach, the priority lies in
the assessment of domain-specific knowledge since knowledge is often seen as the basic
prerequisite for domain-specific competence. In practice, this means that knowledge and
skills are often assessed in multiple-choice formats as isolated abilities and sub-abilities across
different knowledge facets in a rather analytical way (Zlatkin-Troitschanskaia et al. 2019).

(3) The third approach considers competence as a multifaceted construct but with a sep-
arate measurement of cognitive and non-cognitive dispositions (Sembill et al. 2013). In this
case, non-cognitive facets are measured alongside cognitive dispositions, for example, via
standardized self-report questionnaires, and correlations between the facets are calculated.
Modern approaches to FL assessments that fall into this category are, for example, the stud-
ies of Schürkmann (2017) (Financial Literacy Study “FILS”), Rudeloff (2019), Grohs-Müller
(2020) or the FL-section of PISA (OECD 2013). Occasionally, also hybrid approaches, where
standardized questionnaires are combined with situational prompts, are implemented (e.g.,
Financial Literacy Study of Adults “FILSA” (Schuhen et al. 2022)). While this approach is
generally in line with our understanding of competence as a multi-dimensional construct,
it clearly does not take the complex interconnections between cognitive and non-cognitive
dispositions and the situational specificity into account as we outlined above.

(4) The fourth and yet rarely applied approach models competence as a multifaceted
construct and takes on an integrated measure of cognitive and non-cognitive dispositions
(Sembill et al. 2013). In other words, both cognitive and non-cognitive aspects are mea-
sured simultaneously with a single, specifically developed instrument or with a set of
coordinated instruments. More generally, such a holistic, criterion-sampling approach rec-
ognizes the theoretically anticipated complexity of a construct and tries to examine it “as a
whole” via an observable task performance in a close-to-real-life criterion situation (Zlatkin-
Troitschanskaia et al. 2019). The idea of this fourth approach is the foundation on which
the theoretical framework will be conceptualized, as described in the following section.

3. The Framework
3.1. Competence as a Continuum: Person-Situation Interaction

Competence as a latent construct only delivers significant meaning within a specific
framework (Erpenbeck and von Rosenstiel 2007). An underlying theoretical framework
model is thus indispensable for empirical competence assessment since it allows proposi-
tions about the structure, levels, and context of the competence to be measured.

At the very core of our framework model, we follow the idea of Blömeke et al. (2015),
who consider competence as a continuum rather than a fixed state. According to the authors,
most of the previous approaches to competence assessment follow a dichotomic view, as
they focus on either dispositional analytics (i.e., assessing assumed dispositions necessary
for competence development) or the measurement of real-life performance (i.e., assessing
the observable outcome without taking a closer look at how the outcome was delivered).
From an educational point of view, both approaches are insufficient: the first ignores the
situational context as well as the fact that even the right dispositions might not necessarily
be transformed into the correct behavior; the latter does not enable effective interventions as
this approach does not shed light on potential prerequisites that are needed for individual
competence development. Blömeke et al. (2015) plead us to consider competence as a
continuum between these two dichotomies and to view competence development and
assessment as a person-situation interaction where individual dispositions interact with
situation-specific aspects that lead to performance in the sense of observable behavior. For
our framework, we take up this idea since it is in line with our general understanding of
competence as a multi-dimensional construct, but we also take on a more differentiated
view in some core aspects of our model.
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3.2. Dispositions: Individual Preconditions

As stated in the definitions, a person’s individual pre-conditions for competence
can be categorized into cognitive and non-cognitive dispositions. In essence, cognitive
processes refer to mental and intellectual procedures or states that are directly connected
with the human brain. In our model, the most relevant cognitive features are knowledge,
as “knowledge is the necessary foundation of competence” (Weinert 2001b, p. 45), along
with other generic basic skills (numeracy or reading ability), intelligence, and working
memory. For dealing with financially relevant issues or situations, a person needs basic
knowledge in the domain of personal finance (e.g., how insurance works; knowledge about
different buying or payment options) along with the abilities to read and comprehend
(e.g., offers, advertising, bills, contracts) and the skills to do basic calculations (e.g., taxes,
interest, payment rates).

While the cognitive aspects of our model are quite clear, things get trickier with the
non-cognitive aspects of our framework, as various relevant terms (e.g., affect, emotion, mo-
tivation, volition, conation, etc.) are often used interchangeably or without real consensus
(Rothermund and Eder 2011; Schmidt-Atzert et al. 2014). Basically, non-cognitive disposi-
tions are characteristics that are not purely cognitive or that go beyond mere cognition1, and
terms such as affect, motivation, or emotion are often used synonymously or as illustrative
examples. The American Psychological Association (APA) defines affect as “any experience
of feeling or emotion, [...] from the simplest to the most complex sensations of feeling, and
from the most normal to the most pathological emotional reactions” (APA 2022). In our
opinion, non-cognitive/affective dispositions need to be further categorized according to
their duration and situational specificity (situation-specific state vs. situation-independent
trait (Fridhandler 1986)), their intensity (low vs. high arousal), valence (positive vs. neg-
ative (Russel 1980)), or their reference to specific objects or domains (i.e., interest (Otto
et al. 2000)). Consequently, non-cognitive dispositions can be broadly diversified. For our
theoretical framework, we refer to them as those affectively shaped dispositions that are in
any way relevant to the financial competence we aim to assess.

Weinert (2001b) and the FL-section of PISA (OECD 2013) explicitly mention motivation
in their respective definitions. This means that a person should show at least a certain
basic willingness to engage in financial topics, acquire domain-specific knowledge, and
tackle financially relevant tasks. Closely connected to that is a certain level of interest in the
topic and the volition to persistently deal with financial issues. So far, studies have shown
that domain-specific motivation and interest in financial topics can yield a positive effect
on test scores in a standardized set of economic and personal finance tests (Förster et al.
2018; Happ and Förster 2018). In other words, individuals lacking motivation, volition, and
interest will probably have a hard(er) time when it is necessary for them to face financially
relevant situations.

The domain of economics and personal finance itself is also characterized by specific
features that become directly relevant to an individual’s non-cognitive dispositions. One ba-
sic principle of economics is the tenet of scarcity. Usually, financial and other resources are
limited, and individuals have to evaluate the best resource allocation according to specific
intentions, needs, or attitudes. While these intentions, needs, or attitudes can be personal and
socially shaped in nature, it depends on how much importance and relevance individuals
attach to each component when acting. In general, individuals’ attitudes toward financial mat-
ters and money preferences have the power to influence personal financial decision-making
and are as such important elements of financial literacy (Atkinson and Messy 2012; Rai et al.
2019). Financial attitude shows itself in how people manage their financial resources, for
instance, when it comes to the question of short-term consumption vs. long-term saving, or
the decision between price and sustainable quality of a product. These aspects are closely
linked to dispositions like an individual’s self-control over delayed gratification (Aprea 2020;
Greimel-Fuhrmann 2019). Furthermore, attitudes become assessable through the value
people ascribe to money in general, for example, having a lot of money means power and
prestige (Lay and Furnham 2019). In this respect, personal aspects of morals, ethics, or
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preferences concerning sustainability can—or maybe even must—also be included in the
considerations when it comes to financial decisions, and the question is if people reflect
on such issues when they consume. In combination with the sheer complexity of modern
financial products and assets, or the way money can be spent in general, it becomes clear
that many financial decisions are made under uncertainty. As such, individuals’ risk prefer-
ences suddenly are equally important (Nofsinger 2017). In financial investment, different
financial products have different risk and return profiles, as do people when they become
financial investors (Menkhoff and Sakha 2016). In this respect, studies have shown that risk
preferences and risk perceptions tend to influence investment decisions significantly (Aren
and Zengin 2016). In the most basic sense, in financial investment, people have to choose
between financial products that are either rather safe but yield a low return (e.g., savings
account at a bank) or products that promise much higher returns at the peril of an increased
risk of loss (e.g., stocks). General awareness of such risks is an essential attribute for being
financially literate. Therefore, risk perception and risk-taking behavior of individuals are
integral in personal financial competence.2 As such, dealing with questions of personal
finance also tends to have a strong emotional component (Furnham et al. 2012). Financial
behavior can be influenced by a person’s emotions, meaning that financial decisions can be
heavily biased depending on a person’s emotions and feelings (Nofsinger 2017). At the
same, personal financial issues have the potential to trigger emotional states (e.g., financial
stress (Wrosch et al. 2000), money-related disorders (Canale et al. 2015)).

This brief overview illustrates the complex interlinkages between the personal disposi-
tions of financial competence. We consider these cognitive and non-cognitive dispositions
as important individual characteristics that will be relevant for the assessment of financial
competence.

3.3. Domain: Situation-Specific Characteristics and Financial Problem-Solving

After having outlined the personal parameters of competence, we should take a closer
look at the domain, i.e., the situational characteristics, when regarding competence as a
person–situation interaction. However, not only the specific parameters of any situation are
relevant for competence assessment. Rather, it is the process of how the aforementioned
personal characteristics interact with those specific situational parameters. In that sense,
Blömeke et al. (2015) speak of situation-specific skills, such as perception, interpretation,
and decision-making, that mediate between personal dispositions and performance. In
essence, this means that certain domain-specific characteristics define the respective sit-
uation. For example, financially relevant situations can be characterized by a particular
dynamism, meaning that in an investment setting, the situation can change over time
depending on the interplay between supply and demand, interest rates, or inflation. An
individual must perceive and interpret such characteristics before an investment decision
is made. The aspects of perception, interpretation, and decision-making show great simi-
larities with features of (complex) problem-solving (Fischer et al. 2012; Funke 2019). As
such, referencing Blömeke et al.’s understanding to the given definition of competence by
Weinert (2014), we understand competence as an individual’s problem-solving abilities
in variable situations. By integrating the process of problem-solving into our framework
model, we can take a more differentiated perspective concerning the actual process (Funke
2019) and find suitable connections for the influence of affectively-shaped and emotional
dispositions on the various steps of the process (Spering et al. 2005). It also allows direct
links to existing competence models that have already been developed for the domain
of economics (Jung 2006). Therefore, we will briefly illustrate our concept of problem-
solving as an exemplary description of the situation-specific parameters in the assessment
of financial competence.

Competence shows itself in observable behavior in a specific situation. The situation as
such must contain a problem—a “challenge” or “barrier” of some sort—that the individual
must overcome by implementing cognitive efforts and behavioral activities (Funke 2011).
In an idealized depiction, problem-solving is often displayed as a circular, sequential series
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of various phases that primarily contain cognitive structures (e.g., recognition and mental
representation of a problem, identifying potential solution strategies, goal elaboration, and
decision-making, or reflection and re-evaluation of an intended outcome). Depending on
the success or failure of a solution, these cognitive procedures can either be run through
several times or lead to the generation of new problems (Funke 2019; Pretz et al. 2003).
Following this view, we understand problem-solving as a circular sequence of five phases
that become relevant for financial competence assessment:

1. Perception: The first step of each problem-solving activity is the identification or
recognition of a problem (Pretz et al. 2003). If individuals do not identify a problem, they
will most likely not make any effort to solve it. To put it in context, for instance, if a person
is not aware of the necessity for retirement planning, strategies to find a pension scheme
will probably not be implemented.

2. Appraisal: If a problem is identified, there is probably an increased need for a
mental representation along with further categorization. The idea of appraisal processes
originates from theoretical concepts in stress research and implies that information is
classified according to relevance and quality (Lazarus and Folkman 1984). So, if a problem
is identified, it must at least be categorized as relevant in order to be tackled. In other
words, if individuals are aware of the need for retirement planning but do not consider it
highly relevant, they will probably still not engage in strategies to find a pension scheme,
and the process of problem-solving aborts at this stage. Such a possible lack of successful
perception or appraisal of a problem as irrelevant is addressed by including an “opt-out” in
our process model. In a positive sense, if perception is successful and appraisal is positive
(i.e., “relevant”), the process of problem-solving continues.

3. Analysis of potential solutions and anticipation of desired outcomes: The evaluation
of potential solutions to the problem follows afterward (Pretz et al. 2003). Not only do
people think about strategies to overcome the problem, but they also anticipate how the
desired solution or outcome should look (Sell and Schimweg 2002). During this phase,
content knowledge about the domain or subject in question is essential. Ideally, along with
the main consequences of the solution strategy itself, individuals also take potential side-
and after-effects into account, as this is considered to be a mandatory part of competence
(Sembill 1992). In context, this means that a person not only engages in actual strategies
for retirement planning (for example, by taking out private pension insurance), but is
also aware that this might lower the disposable income and that cost-cutting is necessary
elsewhere in the monthly spending.

4. Decision (and subsequent action): At some point in the analysis phase, a decision for
the best—or at least the most appropriate—solution strategy will be made, and mental and
physical efforts will be undertaken to transfer the chosen option into practice (Betsch 2011;
Pretz et al. 2003). Decision-making by itself is considered to be a multi-step process that
consists of various phases (planning—executing—controlling (Aprea and Wuttke 2016);
preselection—selection—post-selection of an option (Betsch et al. 2016)). Furthermore,
decisions are a product of the interaction between an individual’s cognitive and affectively
shaped dispositions (Betsch 2011). As such, a decision is seen as a mediator between a
person and the situation. The mental model built during the analysis phase is ideally
transferred into a specific action or behavior (Aprea and Wuttke 2016). In the example
of retirement planning, this means that the chosen strategy and mental effort during the
analysis phase (e.g., selecting and comparing different pension scheme offers, actively
evaluating the fit between insurance conditions and personal need) result in the (physical)
action of taking out a pension plan by signing the contract with an insurance company.

5. Reflection and re-organizing: If a decision is made and, at best, transferred into
actual behavior, it is necessary to reflect and evaluate it. Reflection is a mental retrospective
process of (re-)structuring an experience, a problem, or existing knowledge in order to
learn for future incidents (Korthagen 1999). In the example of retirement planning, it is
difficult to see a rapid success or failure as retirement planning is a long-term process, and
the success or failure of the strategy will only be seen at the end of an individual’s working
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life. However, for short-term results, an individual can reflect on the engagement strategy
in the problem-solution (e.g., collecting and selecting information on financial products
that are suitable for retirement planning) and, by doing so, enhance knowledge and un-
derstanding of the domain of personal finance. Reflection is, along with re-structuring
prior subject or domain knowledge and the evaluation of solution strategies, often seen as
a mandatory phase in educational approaches (e.g., experiential learning (Kolb 1984)) and,
as such, in the development of expertise and competence. According to this understand-
ing, an individual’s reflection about one’s own financial knowledge, personal needs and
values concerning money, risk attitudes and perception, and strategies to tackle financial
challenges and situations is an essential part of developing financial competence. Thus,
reflection should be integral to a framework model concerning competence assessment.

In summary, problem-solving is considered “an orchestration of cognitive, metacogni-
tive [i.e., strategic], and non-cognitive processes [...] to find an initially unknown way of
bridging the gap between an actual state and a desired state” (Rausch et al. 2019, p. 2). We
anticipate that different affectively shaped and emotional dispositions become relevant at
different stages during the cognitive process of (financial) problem-solving and that this
might eventually influence competence assessment in the domain of personal finance.

Admittedly, the idea of putting the measurement of competence in relation to (com-
plex) problem-solving abilities is not entirely new. For example, various forms of problem-
solving were implemented in the OECD’s international PISA studies, where problem-
solving was defined as a cross-disciplinary skill to solve real-life problems (Leutner et al.
2004; OECD 2004, 2005). Although some similarities in the theoretical concept of the overall
construct occur in comparison to the presented approach, PISA’s construct operational-
ization was quite distinct from ours. The main differences were that the PISA studies
implemented mostly or partly standardized item formats embedded in relatively short
tasks with a limited degree of complexity (OECD 2013). Furthermore, to the best of our
knowledge, financial literacy, and problem-solving have never been correlated in PISA
so far.

In a more domain-specific approach, Ackermann (2019) also integrated basic ideas of
problem-solving for the assessment of economic competence. In her study, she developed a
three-part framework model for the measurement of civic-economic competence, which is
based on a similar theoretical foundation as the model we aim to present in this contribution.
Differentiated into four iterative steps (problem identification, multi-perspective analysis,
comparison of solutions, and evaluation), she conceived problem-solving as a cognitive
process that becomes relevant for an individual to handle economically shaped demands.
However, in contrast to our draft, the focus of her study lies more on the domain of general
economics and its adjoining areas (e.g., politics) in Switzerland.

3.4. Financial Competence and Performance Measurement

The theoretical considerations described in the previous sections are now integrated
in a complex framework model that is depicted in Figure 1. Personal dispositions that are
necessary prerequisites for financial competence are shown on the model’s left side. In the
center, the phases of problem-solving are outlined as they are necessary for an individual
to deal with the specific characteristics of financially relevant situations. The model’s right
side depicts the instruments with which we want to measure an individual’s performance.

We assess performance in a financial competence test with a set of instruments. The
first—and optional—instrument is a standardized test for measuring knowledge and
understanding in the field of personal finance. Depending on the target audience and its
respective cognitive level (e.g., upper secondary education, high school learners, university
students, etc.), this can be the Test of Financial Literacy (TFL) (Förster et al. 2017a; Walstad
and Rebeck 2017), the Test of Financial Knowledge (TFK) (Kraitzek 2020; Walstad and
Rebeck 2018) or any other financial literacy test available. The standardized test by itself,
however, neither allows conclusions about non-cognitive aspects of personal finance nor
does it shed light on the actual process of dealing with financial situations.
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The second—and mandatory—instrument is a complex performance scenario that has
been developed according to the seven facets that characterize competence assessments as
suggested by Shavelson (2012), specifically to address the shortcomings that were outlined
before. This scenario will be discussed in the next section.
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4. A Complex Performance Scenario for the Assessment of Financial Investment

The complex scenario introduced in this section can be seen as an illustrative example
of how an instrument for competence assessment integrates the aforementioned theories.

4.1. Description of the Scenario Setting

The scenario’s story is about Sofie, a 16-year-old student who received 5000 euros as
a gift from her grandparents for her high-school graduation. Overwhelmed by that large
amount of money, she asks her best friend for help about financial investment.

Along with the setting, the reader is given information that Sofie also has some desires
she wants to fulfill at different times in the near future (e.g., paying for her driver’s license,
buying her brother’s car). Additionally, the information is given that she will continue
in higher-secondary education for the next three years, that she will keep living with her
parents at home, and that she will not have additional income as she does not want to get a
job during that time.

Sofie asks various parties for advice: her father, who is portrayed as an “expert” in
stock markets but actually gives her faulty and insufficient advice; her mother and her aunt,
who suggest investing in a fixed-term deposit account with specific conditions (e.g., a rather
low interest rate), and her grandmother who recommends saving a certain percentage of
the money for emergencies. Furthermore, Sofie has picked out offers for a daily allowance
account along with a few predefined options for stocks of different companies.

The test taker is supposed to take the role of Sofie’s friend. The task is to give her a
well-founded recommendation for financial investment, taking into account her desires
and the pros and cons of the various investment options. Along with this real-life task,
real-world information and supplementary material are provided in a realistic way (e.g.,
diagrams with share prices of various companies, newspaper reports with comments
about stock market development, chat messages with peers about financial products), as
suggested by Shavelson (2012). Furthermore, explanations about the magic triangle3 of
financial investment are given. Important information about the respective financial assets,
which is relevant to the solution, is also hidden within this material. For example, the offer
about the daily allowance account contains a pitfall in the terms and conditions as the
full interest rate is paid up to a certain amount of money and for a limited period of time
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only. For the test taker to give Sofie a sound recommendation, it is important to become
thoroughly acquainted with the material and to separate these bits of relevant information
from those which are irrelevant or even harmful to the solution.

In total, the assessment scenario in its original form consists of 7 to 10 pages in a
pen-and-paper format. This includes the description of the situation, the supplementary
information material, and space for the actual written response. Depending on the target
group and its performance level, the response length may be predefined (e.g., “Please write
250 to 350 words”). The administration of the scenario is designed for a timeframe of 45 to
60 min.

4.2. Designing the Scenario

When designing an assessment for an educational context, it is important to consider
that the content of the instrument is anchored in the school’s curriculum (content validation).
Although there is no unified curriculum for economic and financial education in Germany
(Kraitzek et al. 2022), the content of this specific scenario is linked to various curricula
of vocational and commercial schools. The point of reference for the development of
the financial investment scenario was the 10th-grade curriculum of “Wirtschaftsschulen”
(a school type in Bavaria, Southern Germany, that focuses on economic and vocational
education). The core content of the scenario is explicitly anchored in one of the curriculum’s
main study areas called “Preparation for life” (ISB 2014). The basic skills necessary for the
scenario (e.g., arguing, structuring texts, comprehension of extensive materials, calculations)
should have already been achieved by the end of previous grades.

In designing the scenario, we followed the idea of construct modeling as outlined in
the BEAR Assessment System (Berkeley Evaluation and Assessment Research) and as
described by Wilson (2005, 2009). This system utilizes four building blocks (construct map,
item design, outcome space, measurement model) that provide structure for the scenario’s
iterative development (Wilson 2009).

The construct map as the starting point defines the construct to be measured. Essen-
tially, the construct map is a graphical representation that outlines the continuum between
(the) low(est) and high(est) possible manifestations of the construct. It provides a structure
for the qualitatively distinct levels of a test taker’s result in order to classify it as “high”,
“mediocre”, or “low” according to predefined criteria.

The item design is the actual construction of the scenario based on theoretical recom-
mendations. At this stage, specific features of the scenario item (e.g., task format, response
type, content, quality of the material, and its representation) were selected and imple-
mented. For example, to ensure authenticity, a “real-world” problem in the domain of
personal finance was chosen (Hedtke 2011; Shavelson 2012). Additionally, a set of difficulty-
determining features (e.g., the syntactic level of the language, use of domain-specific
terminology) was chosen a priori in order to achieve an appropriate level of difficulty for
the target group; for an overview of such features, see: Schumann and Eberle (2011); for a
discussion, see: Förster et al. (2017b).

The outcome space is one of the most important parts of the scenario since it provides
a reference to which the test taker’s solution is compared. It is basically a horizon of
expectations for each level of the construct’s manifestation. Providing a guideline for a
“good”, “mediocre”, or “poor” solution to the scenario increases both raters’ objectivity
and the reliability of the assessment.

Closely linked to the outcome space is the evaluation scheme, as it provides numerical
values (“scores”) for the answers. The measurement model defines how inferences about
the construct can be drawn from the scores, and this helps to determine a test subject’s
location on the construct map (Wilson 2009). In other words, both the outcome space
and measurement model lead to the development of a final scoring rubric with which
the test participants can be evaluated. Table A1 (Appendix A) provides an exemplary
draft of a preliminary outcome space with a potential scoring rubric for the financial
investment scenario.
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4.3. Discussion of the Scenario

Working on the scenario and the solution is a multi-tier process: first, test takers must
recognize that for each of Sofie’s desires, some financial assets fit better than others, and
some do not fit at all. This evaluation requires the identification of specific clues hidden
in the supplementary material. Second, participants need to calculate the correct amount
of money that must be assigned to each asset. Third, the remaining amount of money
can be assigned by the test takers at will according to their preferences with respect to the
magic triangle. For example, a participant with high risk aversion will tend to put the
remaining amount of money in financial assets that are rather secure, whereas a person with
tendencies for higher risk taking will potentially start to gamble and spend the amount on
highly volatile shares. There is not one best solution to the task—although some solutions
are better than others. Rather, it is important that the recommendation to Sofie is supported
by a solid argumentative structure (e.g., “I would rather choose X because of Y;” “There are
some trade-offs between Product A and Product B in terms of C, and that is why I would choose B
for XYZ”, etc.). The more elaborate a person’s recommendation, the more sophisticated the
level of financial competence appears to be. The written response must then be referenced
to a predefined outcome space (see example in Table A1, Appendix A) to allow for a solid
evaluation of the solution’s quality.

In terms of problem-solving, the scenario addresses almost all steps in the circular
approach: first, the test taker has to identify the problem (i.e., not every asset is suitable for
each desire and due to the principle of scarcity, trade-offs are necessary according to one’s
personal financial type or character). If the problem is not perceived, problem-solving, and
as such financial competence, is not possible. In the next step, the information material pro-
vided with the task has to be evaluated according to its usefulness, reliability, and relevance
(e.g., does the information in the newspapers support the idea of investing in stocks, and
is the information even reliable). Furthermore, it must be compared to one’s anticipation
(e.g., is a particular financial asset suitable for Sofie’s needs). Eventually, a decision has to
be made and put into practice (i.e., formulation of an investment recommendation for Sofie
that addresses her desires). Ideally, this decision is reflected upon after working on the
task and, depending on the outcome, a re-organization of content and process knowledge
occurs (e.g., finding a better solution after the answers are compared in class or in any
given educational setting).

The investment scenario also addresses the five facets of complex problems (Funke 2019).
The scenario is complex in nature as it contains a large amount of information that has to
be processed. For example, there are multiple options for investment products, and each
product contains various advantages and disadvantages for the task at hand. To solve
the problem, a selection of relevant information and, as such, a reduction of complexity
is necessary. Additionally, these variables are interconnected. As defined by the magic
triangle, there is a relationship between profitability (i.e., return), financial security (i.e.,
risk of loss), and liquidity (i.e., quick access to money) of the financial assets in question.
Choosing one form of investment over another means that certain disadvantages have to be
accepted. This is closely connected to the principle of polytely, which means that multiple
conflicting options for the solution exist. In terms of dynamics, the assessment is rather
static, and the provided charts of stock prices are just an extract of a specific and fixed
timeframe. However, the test taker must anticipate the future development of the stocks—
or of the financial markets in general—by analyzing the additional information given in
the material. With this method, we address at least the basic idea of dynamic problems,
although a full consideration of the financial domain as a dynamic environment would
imply using adaptive testing methods via computer. The anticipation of the stock market’s
development is also a prime example of the lack of transparency. Not all of the relevant bits
of information are either given or visible at first sight. Rather, some are hidden deep inside
the supplementary material, and this requires a thorough analysis of the financial assets in
question. Others are simply not given at all, as it is impossible to make a detailed forecast
of economic development in the provided material.
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Concerning cognitive dispositions, a person needs at least some basic knowledge and
understanding of the principles of financial investment (e.g., knowledge about interest rates;
understanding of profit and how it is influenced). Additionally, generic skills (e.g., reading,
calculations, argumentative writing) are necessary. As already outlined, problem-solving
as a cognitive process is influenced by affectively-shaped and emotional dispositions
(Güss et al. 2017). For example, a person who is highly motivated and interested in the
topic of personal finance will probably give a more elaborate and comprehensive recom-
mendation for an investment strategy than a person who lacks motivation for the domain
or generally has a negative attitude towards financial matters. Risk preferences can be as-
sessed via the magic triangle of investment. After the necessary calculations in the scenario,
the test takers are left with a remaining amount of money they can invest freely at will.
This decision may potentially allow insights into an individual’s investment type, which
can then be categorized according to the different objectives in the triangle (profit/return,
risk/security, liquidity/accessibility; Bundesbank (2023)). Additionally, statements about
long- or short-term investment can allow insights into one’s financial attitude. Last but
not least, a person’s choice between the stocks of an oil company or a sustainable energy
company can shed light on their ethical compass in financial investment. As stated in the
construct definition, all these aspects become relevant to a person’s financial competence.

In summary, the financial investment scenario can be seen as an illustrative example
of an alternative form of competence assessment. The complex instrument has the potential
to measure financial competence as a complex construct in a (more) holistic manner.

5. Pretesting and Findings
5.1. Methodology

In the development of assessment instruments, pretesting is an essential part of the
process. To verify our theoretical assumptions, the financial investment scenario has
been pretested over various trials to derive findings for its iterative development. The
development process for the current project is outlined in Figure 2.
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During the pretesting phase, studies with different versions of the scenario that existed
at the respective time were conducted with varying intentions. For one thing, the aim of
the pretests was to test the item’s comprehensibility for the sample and to further improve
the scenario with each iteration. Another goal was to gradually refine the scoring scheme
on the basis of evidence for the various (sub-)constructs to be measured. Finally, eye
tracking (ET) and emotion recognition (ER) technology were used to investigate whether
the scenario—and the topic altogether—triggers emotional reactions in the test takers or
whether there is no conspicuous emotional involvement at all.

For each study, drafts for scoring schemes were created to provide at least a minimal
point of reference for the rating of the students’ solutions. For this, a combination of
deductive and inductive qualitative methods was used: prior to the investigation, the
sub-constructs of financial competence were derived from literature; additionally, after
the test taker’s solutions were collected, they were also analyzed inductively to assign
respective statements to each sub-construct. The frequencies of statements were counted
and also qualitatively assessed to identify distinct levels (e.g., good vs. poor solution). Due
to the limited sample sizes the evaluation of both the scenario and the scoring rubric often
remained on a descriptive level. Based on these insights, the scenario’s material and the
scoring rubric was iteratively revised and enhanced.
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To measure whether test takers’ affectively shaped and emotional dispositions occur
at all during work on the financial scenario, we implemented modern computer-based
technology. One idea was to investigate in an explorative manner if specific emotional
patterns of test takers processing the scenario could be identified or if certain steps in the
process of financial problem-solving are interrelated with explicit emotional states.

Emotion recognition (ER), in this respect, is based on the idea that emotions contain
an expression component that shows itself in facial expressions (Frenzel et al. 2015). Such
expressions are defined by action units, i.e., significant points in the human face that form
specific expression patterns through activity of facial muscles (e.g., the raising of the
eyebrows and wide-open eyes indicate “surprise”). Various expressions are categorized
according to the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) developed by Ekman and Friesen
(1976). With ER technology, a test taker’s face is recorded while working on a task, and
computer algorithms continuously and instantaneously analyze the mimic musculature
and, thus, the emotional states through facial expression. The results are presented in
both numerical and graphic ways and allow insights into a person’s valence and the
arousal state of basic emotions as well as different affective states; for details about the
Circumplex Model of Affect, see: Russel (1980). With this method, it is possible to generate
a continuous sampling of emotional states throughout the processing of the complex
performance scenario.

Additionally, a screen-based and computerized delivery of the investment scenario
also allows the implementation of eye tracking (ET) as an additional research method.
When applied to a screen-based assessment, this method can provide information about the
visualized stimulus material and, as such, offer inferential evidence about the underlying
cognitive processes (e.g., attentional control) during the processing of the assessment
(Yaneva et al. 2021). Through the immediacy assumption and the eye-mind assumption
(Just and Carpenter 1980), it is believed that a stimulus triggers cognitive processes at the
exact moment this stimulus is visually perceived and fixated.

ER and ET recordings produce timestamps which can then be used to synchronize both
data streams. As such, the combination of ER and ET technology may provide an innovative
way to assess emotional and affective states that are directly linked to the processing of a
complex financial performance scenario. In other words, through eye tracking and emotion
recognition, we are able to connect an individual’s emotional and affective state to the
cognitive processing of financial content in the investment scenario. Thus, we can draw
inferences about how domain content (personal finance), method (problem-solving) and
affectively shaped dispositions (emotions) are interrelated. So far, ER and ET were used in
only one pretest, as will be outlined below.

5.2. First Pretest: Overall Feasibility

After the initial design, an early version of the scenario was tested in the 9th grade of a
Wirtschaftsschule in Southern Germany in the summer of 2019. The focus of the pretest was
on general feasibility, item clarity (e.g., difficulty, comprehensibility), and the identification
of potential pitfalls and problems. The sample consisted of n = 16 students (10 male,
6 female) that worked on the scenario for a timeframe of 60 min. Afterward, a group
discussion with the test takers was conducted about the pros and cons of the instrument,
along with participants’ anonymous feedback about the scenario via an audience response
system. Additionally, various domain-related variables as well as questions about the
perceived difficulty of the test, were assessed via Likert-scaled items (for descriptive
statistics, see Table 1). The participants found the scenario to be of medium difficulty
(M = 2.32, SD = 0.557; “0 = very difficult” to “4 = very easy”), but the overall solution rate
was rather poor to average. A closer look at the given answers revealed that in terms of
content and topic relevancy, the scenario seemed to be appropriate for the target group.
However, based on the self-reported knowledge, students seemed to overestimate their
skills and ability in dealing with financial topics, for example, by mixing-up technical
terms. We also found that the students tended to have difficulties with the open-ended task
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format and the response type: the written answers were rather short and mostly lacked an
argumentative structure for the choice of the investment form. We also observed that some
important steps in the solution process were missing (e.g., the calculation of the amount of
money). However, at that time, it was not clear whether this was due to a lack of procedural
knowledge (i.e., domain-specific problem-solving) or a lack of motivation in a low-stake
assessment.

Table 1. Sample description for the first pretest.

M SD Min Max n

Interest in financial topics * 3.13 0.500 2 4 16
Importance of financial investment * 4.06 0.680 3 5 16
Importance of money * 3.88 0.957 2 5 16
Self-reported knowledge about financial matters * 3.00 1.100 1 5 16
Word count in the written solution 117.69 62.567 36 266 16

n = 16; * (1 = lowest; 5 = highest).

5.3. Second Pretest: Integration of a Decision Matrix

Based on the findings from the first field test, some adjustments were made to the
task description and answer requirements (e.g., some additional information about the
minimal length of the answer along with instructions concerning calculations were added).
Furthermore, the informational material was slightly varied and updated (e.g., updated
graphs about stock market development). The second pretest was carried out with n = 12
10th-grade students of another Wirtschaftsschule in Southern Germany in the winter of
2019/2020. For the work on the scenario, the students had a total timeframe of 60 min.
According to our test protocols, the first students handed in the solution after 35 min. Other
students complained that it took them almost 30 min to just read the whole material. Some
students were not able to process the scenario in this timeframe at all and had to abort
their work after 60 min. This is an indicator for the heterogeneity of our target group. For
this trial, no other data on sociodemographic or domain-related variables were collected.
However, structured interviews with two classroom teachers were conducted to investigate
the instructors’ perspectives and impressions of the scenario, the supplementary material,
and the potential problems that may occur during classroom implementation. One finding
from these interviews resulted in the integration of a decision matrix in which the students
can collect their ideas and arguments before the final response is written. Essentially,
the decision matrix is an additional document where the pros and cons for any given
investment product can be accumulated before they are assigned to Sofie’s desires; for other
examples of decision matrices, see: Grünig and Kühn (2013). As such, the decision matrix
can be seen as a scaffolding tool that helps to prestructure the task at hand. The integration
of this decision matrix led to an improvement in the overall solution, although test protocols
also revealed that students still had a lot of questions about the open task type per se (e.g.,
it was still unclear what to do with the remaining money). The students’ solutions were
further evaluated by two raters with a modified preliminary outcome space. Calculation of
inter-rater reliability statistics revealed Cohen’s Kappa values for three randomly selected
answers of κ1 = 0.727, p < 0.001; κ2 = 0.471, p = 0.01; and κ3 = 0.500, p < 0.013 indicating a
moderate to substantial agreement between the raters (Landis and Koch 1977). This can be
seen as a good starting point for the evidence-based development of an outcome space.

5.4. Third Pretest: Combination of the TFK and the Scenario

The third pretest was conducted shortly afterward in the winter of 2019/2020 in the
10th grade of a Berufsschule (school for vocational education and training) in Southern
Germany. The sample consisted of n = 21 trainees in retail (10 male, 11 female) who
worked on the scenario for 45 min. For this trial, specific domain-related variables were
collected and sample descriptions are given in Table 2. Additionally, for the first time after
its adaption into a German context (Kraitzek 2020), the TFK (Walstad and Rebeck 2018)
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was administered in combination with the investment scenario in a two-tiered assessment
session. While scoring the TFK is relatively simple due to its “correct-or-wrong” type
of single-choice items, the scoring of the scenario outcomes had been done with another
preliminary version of an outcome space in combination with a rudimentary scoring rubric.
The central findings were that the optional decision matrix was used by a majority of
the students, and participants who used the matrix tended to produce better solutions in
the scenario than those who did not use it. Based on this scoring scheme, the findings
also revealed significant positive correlations between the scenario solution and the TFK’s
overall scores (r = 0.574 **, p = 0.003) as well as between the scenario solution and the scores
of the TFK’s content area of financial investment (r = 0.505 **, p = 0.01). With respect to the
AERA standards for evidence-based validity (AERA, APA, and NCME 2014), this can be
seen as an indicator that both the TFK and the investment scenario are comparable in terms
of content, which speaks for the validity of the instruments. Another finding was that
female participants produced better results in the scenario than male test takers. Although
these differences were not significant, this is an interesting result given the outcomes from
other studies where constructed response answers might have the potential to reduce
the previously identified gender gap in economic and financial literacy assessments with
multiple-choice items (Siegfried and Wuttke 2019). Despite these findings, one problem
remains: a lack of motivation, given the fact that 10 out of 21 students wrote very short
answers (less than 75 words) and only 6 students wrote responses of medium length
(between 75 and 125 words). Participants’ statements collected after the test support
this assumption. The students often complained about the high amount of text-based
information that had to be processed. A lack of motivation to read longer texts eventually
results in low scores for the solution process, as an elaborate argumentative structure in
the written response is missing. This is in line with the impression that students tend to
have problems with the open-ended task format and the response type. The integration
of the decision matrix might seem like a potential solution to this issue, but it also has
its disadvantages concerning the goal of competence assessment. This dilemma will be
discussed in the limitations.

Table 2. Sample description for the third pretest.

M SD Min Max n

Age (years) 15–18 12
19–25 9

Years of economic education in school

none 6
1 year 5
2 years 1
3 years 5

4 years and more 4

Interest in financial topics * 2.62 1.117 1 5 21
Perceived difficulty of the assessment ** 2.05 0.524 1 3 21
Word count in the written solution 91.90 68.847 7 272 21

Scenario scores *** overall 17.33 8.193 4 36 21
male 15.90 8.293 4 32 10

female 18.64 8.274 9 36 11

TFK-G scores † overall 20.33 6.529 11 32 21
male 21.10 5.705 14 28 10

female 19.64 7.406 11 32 11

n = 21; * (1 = lowest; 5 = highest); ** (1 = easy; 2 = medium; 3 = hard); *** Based on the scoring scheme at that time,
the max. score of the scenario was 39 points. † This early version of the adapted TFK consisted of 38 items, i.e., a
max. score of 38 was possible. Note: due to data protection guidelines, some data could only be collected in a
classified manner.
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5.5. Fourth Pretest: Assessment of Affectively-Shaped Dispositions and Emotional States

The first attempt to investigate the scenario’s general capabilities to measure domain-
specific affectively shaped dispositions and emotional states was made in the summer of
2022. For this trial, the scenario was transferred into a computer-based format.

To prove the applicability and feasibility of the methodological combination of ER and
ET, we conducted an experiment in a student research seminar. In this trial, n = 9 randomly
selected student test takers (4 male, 5 female) had to work on a computer-based version of
the financial investment scenario while being recorded for the purpose of eye tracking and
emotion recognition. Descriptions of this sample are presented in Table 3. Based on prior
findings during the initial pretesting phase of the scenario, it was assumed that the topic of
personal finance by itself would interfere with the emotional state of the test takers. This
was due to our impression during the school pretesting phase as the subject of personal
financial investment did not appear to be one of the student’s favorite topics. This is also in
line with the assumption that personal finance and dealing with financial topics are likely
to contain a strong emotional component, as described earlier.

Table 3. Sample description for the fourth pretest.

M SD Min Max n

Age 26.44 5.790 19 39 9

Highest degree of education

Higher Sec. Ed. 1
A-levels 2
Bachelor 5

Vocational training 1

Interest in financial topics * 5.22 1.563 2 7 9
Importance of financial topics * 5.00 2.121 2 7 9
Word count in the written solution 92.56 102.905 17 349 9

n = 9; * (1 = lowest; 7 = highest).

The study was designed in a way that the test takers at first did not know that an
assessment in the field of personal financial competence would follow. Five times of
measurement were set during the course of one testing cycle: after a short introduction,
the students were told to answer general questions not directly related to personal finance
(t0). This initial period served as a baseline for the ER measurements and was used to
calibrate the ER and ET tools for the subsequent measures. After completion of the initial
questionnaire, the test takers were told that they would then encounter a task about personal
financial investment (t1). After that, the test takers answered the “Big Three” (Lusardi 2019)
financial literacy questions (t2) before they started with the investment scenario. These
short questions served as a benchmark for the students’ financial knowledge as well as a
brief introduction to the topic. As work on the scenario is not necessarily linear, the next
measurements were linked to specific actions within the scenario: (t3) was set when the test
takers looked at one of the stock charts that were provided with the information material,
(t4) was set when the test takers clicked on the “submit solution” button after they had
written their final investment recommendation.

After data collection was completed, the times of measurement were used to synchro-
nize the data from the ER and ET measures according to the respective timestamps. This
allowed us to calculate the mean values of the emotional states for the periods between
measurements to explore the changes. Figure 3 shows the descriptive development of the
mean values for the n = 9 test takers’ “emotional valence” and their “happiness” over the
course of the work on the scenario.
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These basic descriptive results indicate that at the beginning of the study, the test
takers experienced, on average, positive emotions as the valence value for tValence(0) = 0.143
is higher than zero. After the test takers had learned that they had to work on a task
concerning financial issues, this value dropped to tValence(1) = −0.047. The negative value
indicates that negative emotions were experienced more strongly than before. Negatively-
shaped feelings remained for the rest of the work on the scenario as the negative values for
tValence(2) = −0.037, tValence(3) = −0.171, and tValence(4) = −0.128 indicate.

A similar trend is observable in the measured values for “happiness”. At the beginning
of the assessment, test takers showed, on average, a relatively high happiness value with
tHappiness(0) = 0.238. This value dropped to tHappiness(1) = 0.065 after they learned about the
subsequent financial task. Except for a small rise in tHappiness(2) = 0.081, this negative trend
seemed to last, as the low values for tHappiness(3) = 0.009 and tHappiness(4) = 0.013 indicate.
Whereas the values of the overall valence, i.e., the quality of the emotional state, can range
from −1 (overall negative emotions) to +1 (overall positive emotions), the value range from
“happiness”, i.e., a per se positive emotion, only comprises values from 0 (not happy at all)
to +1 (very happy).

The observed development of these values indicates that just the announcement
of a financial task seems to compromise the emotional condition of people. In a ceteris
paribus experimental setting, the simple knowledge about a pending financial task might
potentially influence test takers’ affective states. Of course, in further investigations,
additional exploration will be needed to elaborate if, for example, the test setting by itself
has an effect on people’s emotional states as well. Nevertheless, it is suspected that the
domain component has a considerable influence on the way people feel about a task
and how they tackle challenges that require competent behavior, like in the domain of
personal finance.

At this point, the investigations of this trial remain on a purely descriptive level due
to the small sample size. Consequently, this little study does not allow for generalizable
implications. However, it does illustrate the potential of the combination of ER and ET as
modern technology-based methods for holistic competence assessment, and it provides
first evidence that emotional facets can be assessed during financial problem solving and
that there is variance throughout the process. More extensive investigations with larger
and more representative samples along with different foci (e.g., the inclusion of the overall
quality of the scenario’s solution) are scheduled for the near future.
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6. Discussion: Limitations and Outlook

All pretests have been highly beneficial for the development of the complex perfor-
mance scenario, and the instrument has already shown its potential.

A first key finding was that the pretests and the initial impressions on the produced
solutions provided a suitable starting point for the iterative development of the outcome
space and the scoring rubric for the investment scenario. It became clear that for scoring,
the overall multi-faceted construct will most likely have to be differentiated into its different
components according to the construct definition, thus creating a measurement model with
various (sub-)dimensions that are rated separately (Table A1 in Appendix A). For each
(sub-)facet, anchor examples are needed to enhance the scoring rubric for raters in order to
give them a qualitative guideline for quantitative scoring. An illustrative example for this
technique in the criterion-sampling approach can be found in Zlatkin-Troitschanskaia et al.
(2019). Still, although this procedure enables a general evaluation of the scenario outcomes,
scoring remains a challenge due to limitations which will be discussed below.

6.1. Single-Item Testing

Although assessment via complex performance scenarios is an innovative strategy
that addresses many shortcomings of previous competence diagnostics, the approach is
not without limitations. One major critique is that the concept is basically “single-item
testing” (Allen et al. 2022; Funke 2010; Greiff and Fischer 2013). The scenario is essentially
one extensive item that aims to represent the underlying construct in a holistic manner. As
such, it draws inferences about this construct from the test taker’s results from just one
item. This naturally has the potential to cause constraints concerning construct validity,
as the multidimensionality of the underlying complex construct may distort the clarity of
the results. In other words, there is a risk that it is not fully clear what the item measures
when just looking at the outcomes on a superficial level. For example, when assessing
financial competence as defined above, the construct consists of a content component
(i.e., the actual content of the personal finance domain) and a process component (i.e., the
problem-solving). If the assessment eventually shows poor results for a participant, this
could be due to a lack of content knowledge or due to a lack of problem-solving ability.
Of course, with respect to the construct definition—i.e., competence as the combination of
person parameters (cognitive and non-cognitive dispositions) and situational parameters
(the process of problem-solving)—the assessment by itself seems valid, but the implications
drawn from the results could be blurred. One way to counteract this problem is to aim
for convergent validity, which means to control the content aspect of the construct with
comparable assessment instruments as an additional source of validity evidence (AERA,
APA, and NCME 2014). This is why we additionally plan to implement the standardized
test in the framework of our assessment approach.

The problem of single-item testing leads to the fact that the scenario is only able to
display a fraction of the domain in which it is embedded. We aim to assess competence
in the domain of personal finance with only one single item about financial investment,
but we are tempted to draw inferences from this assessment about the domain as a whole.
For example, some content areas of personal finance (e.g., insuring) are not covered in
the investment scenario. Yet, inferences drawn from the relatively narrow scenario about
investment might be carelessly transferred to the whole domain, which would include the
content of insuring, although this was not assessed intentionally. This means that while
the scenario provides an in-depth assessment of this specific area, the results concerning
the domain altogether should only be interpreted with caution. In the context of test
development, this problem is often referred to as a validity-reliability dilemma, as reliability
usually increases with a small number of more or less homogeneous items, whereas validity
increases the broader—and as such, the more heterogeneous—the assessment is designed
in terms of content (Seifried et al. 2020).
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6.2. Risk of Subjectivity

Another challenge with performance scenarios is directly related to the open-ended
response type of the task itself. Since the outcomes of the (problem-solving) process are
not standardized—or even in any way fully predictable—the scoring of the answers might
contain subjective components. As such, the objectivity of the analysis cannot entirely be
guaranteed, in contrast to a standardized multiple-choice assessment that leaves no room
for a rater’s interpretation. This underlines the necessity for a well-founded scoring rubric
that integrates the outcome space and the measurement model as described in the BEAR
Assessment Process (Wilson 2005, 2009). The scoring scheme should include prototype
answers which act as a guideline for raters when it comes to scoring. The prototype
answers should be sampled from real-life pretesting results with the target group since a
literature-only derivation of potential answers or solutions might not be exhaustive enough
to establish a sound scoring guide. The answers could also be evaluated by more raters to
identify whether significant deviations between the interpretation of some aspects of the
problem scenario and the respective answers occur. From this, inter-rater reliability values
could be calculated so that the essential prerequisites for the development of a scoring
scheme are met. However, due to the high expenditure of rating open-ended answers or
short essays, especially when multiple raters are involved, trade-offs between efficiency
and validity or objectivity will be likely. One possible solution to this dilemma could be the
rise of automated essay scoring based on artificial intelligence, but this opens up a whole
new level of reliability issues and questions about legal challenges in high-stake educational
testing (Ferrara and Qunbar 2022). Closely related to the problem of subjectivity is the fact
that some construct-sensitive contents in the scenario cannot be uniquely differentiated and
thus, not be clearly quantified for scoring. The clear allocation of the test takers’ answers
to the respective (sub-)constructs—and eventually the scoring—gets difficult due to the
“fuzziness” of the categories and linguistic vagueness. One solution to this challenge
might be the future implementation of fuzzy set theory and its methodological approaches
as alternative forms of scoring multi-criteria decisions like they occur in the presented
scenario; for an illustrative example, see: Hussain and Merigo (2022).

6.3. Reduced Content

Another key finding was that both the language level regarding technical terms as
well as the content of the scenario appeared to be generally appropriate for the target
group. However, the complexity of the instrument’s structure requires a narrowing of
the scope of financial content to be measured. In 2021, the U.S. Council for Economic
Education (CEE) published the revised National Standards for Personal Financial Education,
which categorize the domain of personal finance into six major content areas: (1) earning
income, (2) spending, (3) saving, (4) investing, (5) managing credit, and (6) managing risk
(CEE 2021). In this respect, the content of the presented assessment scenario is mainly about
financial investment as described in content area (4) of the 2021 Standards. Nevertheless,
the scenario partly addresses other content areas as well (e.g., saving or spending). This is
a connection to the demand that FL requires knowledge, skills, and motivation in more
than one key content area (Remund 2010). Thus, one challenge for future research efforts
might be the development of one big scenario that integrates more—or maybe all—of the
CEE content areas into one instrument, although this might result in a trade-off between
complexity and diagnostical validity, as discussed earlier. Another possibility is to combine
additional scenarios with different content areas into a larger assessment battery, following
the content structure of the TFL or TFK that also combines all of the CEE’s content areas in
one instrument.

6.4. Dilemma: Prestructuring and Nuancing the Level of Complexity

One key finding of the early pretests was that many students of the target group
were overstrained with the scenario’s level of complexity and its minimalistic structure.
Although the introduction of a decision matrix in one of the pretests helped to improve
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the assessment solutions, it was also a source for discussion about the general goal of
the assessment in itself. The decision matrix was inspired by the idea of instructional
scaffolding and the learning approach of Cognitive Apprenticeship (Brandt et al. 1993).
Scaffolding, in an educational sense, refers to the initial support teachers give to learners
until they can carry on alone. Strictly speaking, the decision matrix as a scaffold reduces
the originally intended openness of the task format by providing additional structure. Since
openness and minimalistic structure is said to be one of the prerequisites for the measurement
of competence as defined (Shavelson 2012), additional structure counteracts the intention of
assessment in itself. Transferring this to the topic at hand, many complex real-world problems
that require an individual’s competent behavior to find a solution (such as complex financial
challenges) do not come in a prestructured manner either. It is an integral part of one’s
competence development to train the way complex, unstructured problems are tackled and as
such, handling complexity should also be an essential part of competence assessment. This is
especially true for a complex topic like financial literacy. Reducing complexity might lead to a
potentially dangerous over-simplification of financial issues. This might result in students’
overconfidence and perhaps over-estimation of their financial competence—which in turn
might have potentially harmful effects on their real-world financial behavior (Aprea et al.
2015). On the other hand, too much complexity not only leads to problems and additional
challenges in diagnostics and assessment, but also can lower students’ motivation to deal
with the important topic of financial literacy (as was observable in the pretests). Eventually,
this could have a negative effect on their financial education per se.

Against the background of this dilemma, we developed ideas to modify the scenario
according to a continuum ranging from “fully structured” to “fully open/unstructured.”
We created different versions of the scenario which are equal in terms of content, but vary in
terms of structure (i.e., different degrees of educational scaffolding). In future experimental
studies, these different versions could be randomly distributed in a classroom to evaluate
which type of educational scaffolding fits best for the target group. One advantage of this
approach would be a better match of the scenario to any target group in terms of cognitive
level. Furthermore, the transition from assessment scenario to learning instrument for
educational purposes and vice versa could be much more fluent, for example, by starting
educational efforts with a fully structured instrument and then gradually moving to the
completely unstructured open version.

6.5. Alternatives for the Assessment of Affectively-Shaped Dispositions and Emotional States

One major key finding of the pretest involving ER and ET technology was that the
performance scenario about financial investment appears to interfere with the test takers’
emotional states even in a low-stake setting. As such, on a purely descriptive level, this
finding supports our assumption that dealing with personal financial challenges contains a
considerable emotional component. However, an in-depth assessment of affectively shaped
and domain-specific emotions still remains a challenge for a couple of reasons.

First, the measurement of affective dispositions and specific emotional states depends
heavily on the exact operationalization of these factors. While this is rather easy for some
affective dispositions (e.g., financial risk preference), it is quite difficult for others (e.g.,
financial ethics and morality; financial attitudes and values). Essentially, the challenge
is to assess such constructs without literally “assessing” them in the sense of a separate
implementation of standardized questionnaires. It is thus necessary to identify suitable
proxies for the previously described non-cognitive dispositions within the test takers’
written answers. These proxies must allow raters to draw conclusions about the underlying
affective constructs.

Second, while ET and ER appear to be promising concerning the assessment of emotional
states, using these methods is quite cumbersome as they require a solid technical infrastructure
along with the availability of and access to these technologies. Furthermore, both the studies
and the data processing can be very time-consuming as a test taker’s work on the scenario is
not necessarily linear, and each trial and each recording has to be processed individually.
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An alternative way is a pen-and-paper delivery of the scenario which could be en-
hanced with a low-threshold method of assessing affectively shaped and emotional dispo-
sitions. In this respect, following the approach of Rausch et al. (2019), we developed one
version of the financial investment scenario, which implemented the method of Embedded
Experience Sampling (EES). EES aims to collect self-report data on various non-cognitive
facets in the way that the prompts are directly embedded in the actual situation and,
therefore, in the task itself (Rausch et al. 2019). These short prompts are an integral part
of the actual storyline of the problem situation. For example, throughout the financial
investment scenario, the test person receives (fictitious) messages from Sofie, who asks how
the test person feels about the task at this exact moment, how the coping with the task at
hand is going, or how confident the person is of solving the problem. These prompts are
(repeatedly) embedded in the printed test booklet at different places, for example, right
after the initial problem situation is presented or right before the answer has to be written.
To date, a draft of the scenario containing EES exists, but it has not yet been pretested.
Nevertheless, Rausch et al. (2019) have shown that EES can generally produce reliable and
valid data on non-cognitive facets of problem-solving competence without causing too
much distraction from the actual work on the task itself.

7. Conclusions

In this contribution, we described an alternative approach to financial competence
assessment by pointing out three major aspects. First, we suggested modeling the construct
of financial competence in a new, holistic, and complex way, as the construct by itself is
regarded to be complex, multi-layered, and multi-dimensional. Second, we outlined the
development of a theoretical framework model that takes the construct’s complexity into
account and further addresses the limitations of prior attempts in financial competence
assessment. Third, we illustrated an innovative performance scenario for the topic of
financial investment, which is built directly onto this framework and allows the assessment
of financial competence as a complex construct in a holistic and integrative way. To the
best of our knowledge, this featured scenario is the most complex assessment tool for
financial competence and financial problem-solving for the target group. Such a complex
measurement item comes with a multitude of challenges that require an evidence-based
development process including mixed-method research approaches. To date, the first steps
for validating the scenario have been made, and the results of the pretests have contributed
to the iterative improvement of the instrument. Additionally, we were able to show that
affective and emotional states are related to test takers’ work on the scenario and that these
states varied during the course of solving the presented problem. However, to produce
generalizable results as a reliable basis for educational interventions, the assessment must
be implemented in a larger-scale study with a more representative sample of the target
group. The basis for valid and reliable scoring requires sophisticated qualitative research
approaches prior to explanative, quantitative hypotheses testing. Consequently, additional
in-depth interviews with teachers and instructional designers about the scenario may also
produce useful insights and contributions from an educator’s perspective. The implemen-
tation of technology-based research methods such as modern eye tracking and emotion
recognition in the future may further open up completely new ways to investigate the
process component of financial problem-solving as well as its interconnections of emotions
and affective dispositions within financial competence.

The described performance assessment is an alternative way to assess competences
not only in the field of personal finance but can also be transferred into other domains
as well. We would like to invite researchers to see this as a potential starting point for a
holistic approach to assessment as a part of learning. The instrument is capable of revealing
in which areas of the domain there are still difficulties for learners (e.g., in knowledge, in
the process of problem-solving or in the affective and emotional aspects of learning). In the
future, educators and policy makers can use these findings to tailor educational concepts
to specific target groups in different educational settings. As such, the presented scenario
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about financial investment has the potential to be linked to or even transferred directly into
classroom practices and instructional activities (Wilson 2009). So far, the instrument was
designed primarily as a closed assessment tool where test participants are asked to work
only with the information material provided with the task. It would, however, require only
some minor modifications to use the scenario as a learning assignment for the classroom.
For example, opening up the task so that the learners can look up additional possible
investment products for themselves and evaluate whether these could fit Sofie’s needs. Or
students can use this scenario to build their own investment portfolio based on the research
and the discoveries they made while working on the scenario. Such learning assignments
can further be stretched to multiple learning sequences and eventually be interconnected
with other topics in the field of personal finance, as well as with other relevant subjects.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Exemplary outcome space with a potential scoring rubric for a complex financial perfor-
mance scenario (extract); sample provided for the “financial investment” scenario.

Construct Sub-Construct Definition Operationalization and
Attributes Levels Numerical

Values
Weighting
(Optional)

Reference
Example(s)

Financial
Competence

Financial content
knowledge

...
E.g., use of technical terms,

diversification of the investment
portfolio, correct allocation of

desires to financial products, etc.

High 3
...

...
Medium 2

Low 1 ...
None/not

evident 0 ...

Problem solving
abilities

...
E.g., identification of conflicting

goals/trade-offs between
investment products, anticipation
of potential side effects, reflection

about the final solution, etc.

High 3
...

...
Medium 2 ...

Low 1 ...
None/not

evident 0 ...

Calculations
(Numeracy)

... E.g., remaining amount of money,
interest rates in %, etc.

Fully
correct 2

...
...

Partly
correct 1 ...

Wrong/none 0 ...

Risk
preferences/financial

attitudes
...

E.g., use of the remaining amount
of money according to the magic

triangle

Security 0/1 * – ...
Liquidity 0/1 * – ...

Profitability 0/1 * – ...

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Sum ∑

* Due to the nominal character of these sub-constructs, they may be treated as categorical variables with a
dichotomous scoring (e.g., 0 = non-existent/requirements not fulfilled; 1 = existent/requirements fulfilled).
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Notes
1 Non-cognitive/affective dispositions also contain cognitive components. A clear separation between the two is only expedient

for the framework’s theoretical illustration. For example, emotions as affectively-shaped dispositions originate in the limbic
system in the human brain and are as such cognitive in nature. Modern psychological theories assume a bidirectional relationship
between cognition and emotion as both constructs are thought most likely to be interdependent (Pekrun 2000).

2 Research on factors influencing risk-taking and risk perception is not limited to the area of individual finance and personal
money management. Similar investigations can be found in the field of corporate finance, banking or financial management in
businesses, e.g., Nguyen (2022).

3 In a German context, the relationship between security, profitability, and liquidity in financial investment is called the “magic
triangle” as it is not possible for an investment to be safe, instantly accessible, and offer high returns all at the same time
(Bundesbank 2023; Kühn and Kühn 2020).
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